VIR Written Meeting Notes - 2020
COVID-19 NOTICE: PLEASE REVIEW AND FOLLOW THE FRP
COVID-19 SUPPLEMENTAL REGULATIONS - Attached.
COVID-19 POLICIES FROM VIR: EVERYONE Entering VIR MUST BE on
a list turned in by FRP. If NOT on the list you will be denied entry.
If you are not a driver or crew registered in the driver’s Motorsport
Registration Site for VIR, you MUST send your name to:
ClayH@RaceFRP.com
Registration:
ALL participants — drivers & crew & guests desiring hot pit access MUST BE a
member of SCCA. https://www.scca.com
Guests or Crew may participate in FRP events without being an SCCA member, but will
not be allowed in hot pit areas. Anyone found in a hot pit area without proper
credentials will be fined ($500), and this fine will accrue to the associated team.
Drivers need to register for the event on Motorsport Reg before arriving to the track Early Entry CLOSES Sunday July 12 @ 11:59pm EDT. Please fill in blocks for all
crew joining you. msreg.com/FRP-VIR
ALL Drivers competing in F1600, F2000, Atlantic & NAF1000 for more than two
weekends, need to have an SCCA Pro License. Here is the link, fill it out and get it
sent in. https://www.sccaproracing.com/pages/frp-driver-application
You can also find Links, instructions & forms to all applications on each of our Series
“For Competitors Page” on the FRP website - http://www.formularacepromotions.com.

At Track REGISTRATION Hours:
Thursday 3:00 pm – 6:00 pm (Registration trailer at the VIR entrance gate)
Friday
7:00 am – 10:00 am (Registration trailer at the VIR entrance gate)
Saturday 7:00 am – 8:30 am (Registration trailer at the VIR entrance gate)

DRIVER NOTES
FRP’s Racing Rules are detailed in the document titled FRP 2020 Pro Racing
Regulations. This document can be found on the Series website under the Competitors
tab as a quick link. Understand and follow them. Car to car contact is prohibited. Both
the passing and passed car have a shared responsibility to avoid contact.
Understand penalties for session stoppages & blowing flags.
Cost to repair damage to the track, equipment, or safety equipment is the responsibility
of the driver/team. This includes the cost of fire suppression and oil dry.
FALSE GRID: The false grid will be located at the top of the hill at the south end of the
main paddock under the shed. Cars will be placed in their qualified spot until the 2
minute mark, so long as it will not disrupt normal operations and does not create a
safety hazard as determined by the Grid Marshal. If multiple cars arrive with minutes left
before release, they may not be placed in their assigned grid spot. Be early! See FRP
PRR Article 1.4.3.5 – 1.4.3.7 for more detail

RACE STARTS:
1. No tire scrubbing in Pit Lane.
2. Pace Car speed will be approximately 55-60 MPH.
3. Start formation is 2 x 2 as determined by qualifying times.
4. Creating a gap to the pace car or another competitor is not permitted. All cars must
maintain pace car speed until Green flag is displayed.
5. If the start is waved off double yellow flags will be displayed, and NO START
announced to teams over series radio frequency. Cars to reform for 2x2 start next
time by.
6. Passing is allowed when green flag is displayed.
RESTARTS:
1. Safety Car speed will be approximately 55-60 MPH.
2. Lights out on Pace Car signals “green flag this time by”.
3. Creating a gap to the safety car or another competitor is not permitted.
4. If the start is waved off double yellow flags will be displayed and NO START
announced to teams over series radio frequency.
5. Single file - when Safety Car pulls off the leader controls the pace.
6. Passing is allowed when green flag is displayed.

Pit Lane speed limit is 45 MPH
BLEND LINES: Observe and respect the blend lines both entering and exiting the pits.
Penalties may be assessed for violations of the blend lines.
DISABLED ON THE TRACK: if another race car can reach you, stay belted in your
car until help arrives and directs you to exit the driver’s compartment. Needless to say,
this does not apply if you happen to be on fire. Do your best to get the car behind a
barrier or near a flag station if possible.
Visor up is the signal driver is OK after incident. Additionally, if you can make eye
contact with the corner marshal give them a “thumbs up” signal.
IMPOUND – All Classes:
Post Qualifying – Top 5 to report to Impound.
Post all Races – Top 3 overall to report to Impound.
Post all Races - Top 3 masters in F1600
Chief of Tech may choose additional cars by notifying team in pit lane via
announcement on the Series radio frequency.

DRIVERS’ MEETING: MANDATORY drivers’ meeting will be held at 12:30 PM Friday
7/17/2020 at Impound for all three Series (including F1000). Everyone must wear masks
RADIO FREQUENCY:
FRP requires all teams (including F1000) to monitor our Series Frequency and the
ability to communicate with their drivers from Pit Lane. FRP has transitioned to digital
radios and SpeedCom is our official radio sponsor. Our digital radio frequency is
469.4625 with CC 7. We will re-broadcast through a repeater on the prior analog
frequency 461.925MHz DPL 047.

PODIUM: Podium celebrations will occur just after your race. Top 3 and top 3 Masters
for F1600, Top 3 for F2000 and Atlantic (no Masters in F2000 or Atlantic). Winners
should proceed to Impound directly after race, and follow directions by an FRP Official
for podium procedures.

DRIVER CONDUCT: Driver’s must review FRP’s 2020 Pro Racing
Regulations, in particular, Paragraph 1.6.17 Driving Conduct. These
regulations have changed. SCCA published new guidance in June 2020 and
RP has revised our PRR to align with the new guidance - attached here, and in
FRP’s PRR as Appendix B.

FLAGS:
In the event of a Red Flag, assume the track has a complete blockage somewhere.
Slow to non-competition speed and be prepared to stop.
If possible, it is permitted to return to the pits.

CREW CHIEF NOTES:
LOAD IN: Thursday 7/16/2020 at 4:00 PM. Series will direct where to park all rigs. We
will access to row’s 7 and 8 in the North Paddock and limited access to power.
At Track REGISTRATION Hours:
Thursday 3:00 pm – 6:00 pm (Registration trailer at the VIR entrance gate)
Friday
7:00 am – 10:00 am (Registration trailer at the VIR entrance gate)
Saturday 7:00 am – 8:30 am (Registration trailer at the VIR entrance gate)
COVID-19 POLICIES FROM VIR: EVERYONE Entering VIR MUST BE on a list
turned in by FRP. If NOT on the list you will be denied entry.
If you are not a driver or crew registered in the driver’s Motorsport Registration
Site for VIR, you MUST send your name to: ClayH@RaceFRP.com
TRACK ACCESS: Gates at VIR are open 24 hours a day.
TIRE DECLARATION: FRP rule 2.1.20 (F1600/F2000) and 3.4 (FA) requires tires to be
properly declared by the competitor. New in 2020, Hoosier will cease installing unique
barcodes on each tire. As a result, Tire Declaration procedures have changed. No
longer are competitors required to submit a “Tire Declaration Form” to Tech. Hoosier will
be placing a purple stamp on the tire to indicate the tire was purchased through Hoosier
at the track. FRP will place a unique yellow stamp on each tire to identify its declaration
and legal for the weekend. It is the competitor’s responsibility to obtain the unique
yellow FRP stamp to their tires by a Formula Race Promotions official prior to any
qualifying or race. Tech will make an effort to visit teams in the paddock, but it is
suggested teams bring tires to the Scale/Impound area for stamping.
RADIO FREQUENCY: FRP requires all teams (including F1000) to monitor our Series
Frequency and the ability to communicate with their drivers from Pit Lane. FRP has
transitioned to digital radios and SpeedCom is our official radio sponsor. Our digital
radio frequency is 469.4625 with CC 7. We will re-broadcast through a repeater on the
prior analog frequency 461.925MHz DPL 047.
IMPOUND- MANDATORY IMPOUND All Classes:
•Post Qualifying – Top 5 to report to Impound.
•Post all Races – Top 3 overall Atlantic/F2000/F1600 & Top 3 F1600 masters to report
to Impound and Podium.
•Chief of Tech may choose additional cars by notifying team in pit lane or via
announcement on the Series radio frequency. Failure to report directly from the track to
the Series Impound will result in penalties.

Required Spec Fuel:
F2000 Zetec powered cars and F1600 Honda Fit powered cars requiring 93 octane
unleaded fuel-- the 93 octane unleaded fuel sold by VIR at the track is required.
F2000 Pinto powered cars and F1600 Kent powered cars, requiring 110 octane
leaded fuel, the Sunoco 110 leaded fuel supplied by VIR at the track is required.
FA requiring 110 octane fuel, the Sunoco 110 octane leaded fuel (112 octane fuel is
no longer offered at VIR), or Sunoco 100 octane both supplied by VIR at the track is
required. Sunoco 260GT as supplied by the competitor is also permitted.
All fuel testing commencing Saturday June 2, 2018 will be using the above specified
fuel as the baseline for chemical and dielectric comparison. This allows teams to
have the Practice Sessions on Friday, June 1, 2018 to flush their tanks.

Notification from VIR: read and respect!
Fire Lanes: The fire lanes in the Paddock must remain open and clear at all times.
This is to facilitate the movement of EMS and tow vehicles in order to provide services
to participants. Please keep all vehicles and equipment, to include awnings, Ez-Ups etc
behind the grid line markings in the paddock. Security Patrols will notify participants if
they are in violation of this policy to move equipment/vehicles immediately.
Jacks, Jack Stands, Trailers or any weight bearing surface: Participants using jacks
and jack stands must have wood footprints under them when used on the pavement. It
is the participant’s responsibility to have these items with them when they arrive at the
track. This includes anything bearing weight that comes in contact with the Paddock, to
include pit bikes, landing gear, trailer tongues, etc.
Painting: No painting of any type is permitted on the paved areas of the paddock. If
tape is used to mark spaces, it must be removed by the renter at the end of the event.
Fuel Spills: VIR requires the use of drip pans when refueling in the paddock, however if
a participant does spill fuel on the asphalt we request that they notify security or Fire
and Rescue immediately so that we can treat the spill with Cold Fire. There will be no
charge for this if reported at the time of the incident. spills or damage found after the
weekend is over may be charged to the club after the fact as determined by VIR
Management.
Golf Carts and Pit Vehicles: All unlicensed pit, paddock, and other off-road vehicles (i.e., golf
cart, pit bike, ATV, etc.) used at VIR must be registered with VIR and have a current off-road
vehicle pass displayed on the vehicle at all times.
VIR FAQ’s are here: http://virnow.com/about/faqs/#pass

